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Learn to raise independent, can-do kids with a new edition of the book that started a
movementIn the newly revised and expanded Second Edition of Free-Range Kids, New York
columnist-turned-movement leader Lenore Skenazy delivers a compelling and entertaining look
at how we got so worried about everything our kids do, see, eat, read, wear, watch and lick --
and how to bid a whole lot of that anxiety goodbye. With real-world examples, advice, and a
gimlet-eyed look at the way our culture forces fear down our throats, Skenazy describes how
parents and educators can step back so kids step up. Positive change is faster, easier and a lot
more fun than you’d believe. This is the book that has helped millions of American parents feel
brave and optimistic again – and the same goes for their kids.Using research, humor, and feisty
common sense, the book shows:How parents can reject the media message, “Your child is in
horrible danger!”How schools can give students more independence -- and what happens when
they do. (Hint: Teachers love it.)How everyone can relax and successfully navigate a judge-y
world filled with way too many warnings, scolds and brand new fearsPerfect for parents and
guardians of children of all ages, Free-Range Kids will also earn a place in the libraries of K-12
educators who want their students to blossom with newfound confidence and cheer.

“Screen Schooled is the most vivid, intelligent, and compelling book I have yet seen on what
technology is doing for, and to, our schools.” —Jay Mathews, author of Work Hard. Be Nice. How
Two Inspired Teachers Created the Most Promising Schools in America“A sobering exposure of
the damage wrought by constant screen exposure on developing brains. These veteran teachers
show us why screens undermine learning and leave kids unable to think on their own.” —Richard
E. Cytowic, MD, professor of neurology at George Washington University and author of the “The
Fallible Mind” column at PsychologyToday.com“With striking clarity, Screen Schooled reveals
why an education increasingly centered around digital devices is failing our children.” —Richard
Freed, PhD, author of Wired Child: Reclaiming Childhood in a Digital Age"In this astute exposé,
teachers and education bloggers Clement and Miles team up to draw attention to what they see
as the overuse of technology in education." —Publishers Weekly “I am deluged with education
books, but this one was hard to put down."—The Washington Post"An urgent wake-up call
based on first-hand experience for anyone interested in how screen use in schools is damaging
kids and education." —Susan Greenfield, author of Mind Change: How Digital Technologies Are
Leaving Their Mark on Our Brains“Joe Clement and Matt Miles lay out a pressing truth that runs
squarely against the hype of education technology: screens are not the key to achievement.
They are a glossy distraction from the real intellectual work of learning.” —Mark Bauerlein,
author of The Dumbest Generation: How the Digital Age Stupefies Young Americans and
Jeopardizes Our Future (Or, Don’t Trust Anyone Under 30)“Bravo to Joe Clement and Matt



Miles, two savvy and experienced teachers, for masterfully pulling back the veil of the tech-in-
the-classroom hoax.” —Dr. Nicholas Kardaras, author of Glow Kids: How Screen Addiction Is
Hijacking Our Kids—and How to Break the Trance"Screen Schooled deserves the careful
consideration of educational professionals everywhere, and is highly recommended."—Midwest
Book Review --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"An urgent wake-up
call for anyone interested in how screen use in schools is damaging kids and education." (Susan
Greenfield Author of Mind Change)"Clement and Miles succinctly lay out the compelling
evidence against filling our classrooms with weapons of mass distraction and then tell us how to
fix the damage already inflicted. This book is mandatory reading for teachers and parents
alike." (David Gillespie Bestselling author of Sweet Poison and Free Schools)"With striking
clarity, Screen Schooled reveals why an education increasingly centered around digital devices
is failing our children. Two veteran teachers, Clement and Miles, expertly illuminate the need to
teach kids problem solving, critical thinking, and other skills demanded in today’s economy. Get
this must-read book!" (Dr. Richard Freed Author of Wired Child)"A sobering exposure of the
damage wrought by constant screen exposure on developing brains. These veteran teachers
refute the over–promised claims of Ed–Tech peddlers, and show us why screens undermine
learning and leave kids unable to think on their own." (Richard E. Cytowic Professor of
Neurology at George Washington University)“Bravo to Joe Clement and Matt Miles, two savvy
and experienced teachers, for masterfully pulling back the veil of the tech-in- the-classroom
hoax.” (Dr. Nicholas Kardaras Author of Glow Kids: How Screen Addiction Is Hijacking Our
Kids―and How to Break the Trance) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.From the AuthorJoe Clement and Matt Miles are award-winning teachers, coaches, and
mentors with a combined thirty years’ experience improving the education of young people.
They run the blog PaleoEducation.com and their writing has been featured in Psychology
Today and the Washington Post. They are both parents and live in Northern Virginia. --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorJoe Clement and Matt Miles are
award-winning teachers, coaches, and mentors with a combined thirty years’ experience
improving the education of young people. They run the blog PaleoEducation.com and their
writing has been featured inPsychology Today and the Washington Post. They are both parents
and live in Northern Virginia. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Read more
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bonded over crows and kids. This book is only about one of those, but it's still great. Hopefully
she'll get around to a book on crows someday.”—Dax Shepard, host, Armchair Expert“A bubbly
but potent corrective for the irrational fears that drive so many parents crazy.”—Dr. Robert
Needlman, co-author, Dr Spock's Baby and Child Care, 9th Edition“This book transformed the
way I think about childhood, parenthood, freedom, and fear.”—Kim Brooks, author, Small
Animals: Parenthood in the Age of Fear“Weirdly, I love this book! To begin with, it's laugh-out-
loud funny. Plus, Lenore and I share a big belief: Kids can do so much more than our fearful
culture thinks they can.”—Amy Chua , Yale law professor, author, Battle Hymn of the Tiger
Mother and Political Tribes“Free-Range Kids is the best kind of manifesto: smart, funny, rigorous,
sane, impassioned, and bristling with common sense. If you're a parent, or planning to become
one, read this book. You have nothing to lose—apart from your anxiety.”—Carl Honoré , author,
In Praise of Slowness, and 30 Days to Slow“It still amazes me it took an activist like Skenazy to
decriminalize activities I took for granted as a kid. I felt lucky to discover Skenazy while my kids
were still young. I hope subsequent generations will benefit from her work.”—Bethany Ball ,
author, What to Do About the Solomons and The Pessimists.“Free-Range Kids makes the
perfect baby shower gift.”—Nancy McDermott , author, The Problem with Parenting“Moral
insight without moralizing—how rare is that?”—Amity Shlaes , author, The Forgotten
Man“Lenore Skenazy is a national hero.”—Mary Roach , author, Fuzz, Stiff, and Bonk“Read this
book—Mommy said you could.”—Penn Jillette, Penn & TellerFREE-RANGE KIDSHow Parents
and Teachers Can Let Go and Let GrowLenore SkenazySECOND EDITIONCopyright © 2021
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EDITIONIn memory of Genevieve MacDougallAll kids should have a Ms. Mac in their
lifeForewordI am a ten-year-old girl growing up in New York City. At my school, once you're in
fifth grade, with permission from your parents, you're allowed to self-dismiss, meaning we leave
the building after school without a grownup.My best friend, Isabel, and I had been looking
forward to this for years, planning out different routes and hunting for all the delis and ice cream
shops we could stop at along the way. We tried to memorize all of the landmarks just in case we
got lost. And when the time came, we did get lost, but it was actually kind of fun to figure out our
way back.My grade has around 150 kids, but on the first day we were allowed to self-dismiss,
Isabel and I were the only ones from our class of 30 kids who had their mom's permission. By
the end of the year, it looked like only a couple dozen of the whole fifth grade were self-
dismissing. Everyone else had to wait for their parents or a babysitter. A babysitter at 10 years
old! No thanks. Not when I could be with my best friend getting Nutella-flavored frozen yogurt
with mochi topping.That experience of wandering through the streets of my neighborhood really



paid off, because now, almost a year later, during Covid quarantine, Isabel and I are meeting up
in the park with our roller skates. We look around and notice that we're the only kids our age who
are on our own. More than ever, it's really nice to get out of the house without having my mom
breathing down my neck. Besides, she'd never approve of the candy that Isabel and I buy with
the quarters we steal from the fountain!Francesca Haidt, Summer 2020When we asked our
daughter to say how Lenore Skenazy had changed her childhood, she wrote the story above.
The first edition of this book, Free-Range Kids, made Francesca's childhood better, as it has for
hundreds of thousands of children. It makes childhood better because it makes parents and
schools better.All children need a “secure base”—a loving adult they can go to when they need
protection or comforting—but they don't learn much when they're safe on base. The best thing
loving parents can do for their children is to give them the freedom and confidence to go out, go
out again, maybe a little farther this time, maybe trying something new next time. If the parent
tags along or directs the child, there will be little learning and scant growth.Until the 1980s,
American children had the time and the freedom to engage in unsupervised free play and
exploration. But for a variety of reasons covered in this book, by the 1990s, American parents
had developed a collective paranoia about what would happen to their children if they were ever
to be unguarded by an adult, even for a moment. Safety became a sacred value, carried to
absurd levels that gave Skenazy ample material for comedy (she is really funny). But the
massive society-wide deprivation of childhood freedom is no laughing matter. It appears to be
one of the major reasons that rates of adolescent anxiety, depression, self-harm, and suicide
have risen for those born in the late 1990s and early 2000s.Skenazy is on a mission to help
parents and schools give kids the freedom they need to develop into healthy, capable,
autonomous adults. This updated edition of Free-Range Kids will show you how to do it.It can be
challenging. You have to trust your child, trust Skenazy, and trust other people in your
community. The first several times that our older child Max walked the half mile to school alone
in fifth grade, we were anxious. Would cars see him? Would he watch out for cyclists going the
wrong way in the bike lane? But he thrived on the independence and showed such good sense
that we quickly lost our fear.Three years later, at age 13, he texted us from the U.S. Open, asking
if he could stay for the late night match, which meant he'd have to take the subway home after
midnight. We hesitated, but said yes. He returned at 2 a.m. buzzing about the amazing tennis
he'd seen that day, and how one of the subway lines he needed was closed for repairs, so he
hailed a cab for the last leg (which he'd never done on his own). It was a day of adventure, after
which he was visibly more confident.It's nerve-wracking to let go, and we are two people who
are reluctant to cede control. But the payoff is huge: you see your kids gaining competence, a
sense of place and direction, and the ability to speak and plan for themselves.We are so grateful
to Skenazy for writing this book and showing us how to let go, and let grow.Jonathan Haidt (co-
author of The Coddling of the American Mind) and Jayne RiewNew York CityIntroduction to the
IntroductionThis, my friends, is Edition 2 of Free-Range Kids, which first came out in 2009. Yes,
that means that now my moppets are 20-ish and irrelevant and the other day, one of them



actually mentioned hair loss. So let's talk about your moppets—still plenty hairy—and your role
in raising or teaching them.As a parent or educator, you are up against a culture obsessed with
what I call “Worst-First Thinking”—thinking up the very worst-case scenario first, and proceeding
as if it is likely to happen.So the book you hold here will, I hope, help you to see-‘n-seethe. (Just
like the See-'n-Say toy—but for an older crowd.) See how the culture is driving us nuts with
worry, and seethe away. But then I hope you'll unwind a teeny bit, too.This second edition should
help. It's revised and updated, and while it skips Covid—because I really hope it'll be in the
rearview mirror by the time you're reading this—it is plump with new chapters on tech, anxiety,
the upside of downtime, and a chapter especially for educators. Consider it new and improved.
“Now with extra sanity!”Not that Edition 1 was such a slouch. That book inspired a reality TV
show, “World's Worst Mom” (cancelled after one season, but still. Now it's on YouTube). “Free-
Range Kids” made its way into textbooks, and onto The Simpsons. The book took me around the
country, giving talks and meeting the Free-Range-curious. It inspired schools from New York to
California to start promoting independence and free play as confidence/competence builders.
And in 2018, Utah passed the country's first “Free-Range Parenting” law declaring it is not
neglect to let your kids walk to school, play outside, etc. Imagine that. Now other states are
drafting similar bills.About three years ago, Free-Range Kids also inspired four activists
concerned about childhood resilience—Daniel Shuchman, Peter Gray, Jonathan Haidt, and me
—to found Let Grow, a non-profit promoting childhood independence.Unfortunately, the phrase
“Free-Range Kids” also inspired a bunch of annoyingly popular videos of people claiming they
are “Free-Range Parents,” when actually they are never-weaning, no-bedtime, anti-sugar
oddballs more afraid of a Pop-Tart than of letting their kids play in traffic.At its worst, then, Free-
Range Parenting has been mistaken—deliberately or not—for cavalier bordering on crazy. But at
its best, “Free-Range” became a rallying cry for all of us eager to believe in our kids, our
communities, and our own instincts again.So enjoy Edition 2, and good luck to you and your
kids. Tousle them while ye may.The Actual Introduction Already“You can't be too safe!”That's
pretty much the mantra for childrearing these days. A mantra that has brought us everything
from baby knee pads (to protect kids from that daredevil activity called “crawling”) to trunk-or-
treat (the parking lot alternative to trick or treating) to the Cub Scout troop leader who
demonstrated how to whittle with a knife, then handed each boy a stick—and a potato
peeler.That's the motto of today's Scouts, I guess: Be prepared … for adults who have lost their
minds. Isn't the entire point of joining Scouts to get a knife? Trying to whittle with a potato peeler
is like trying to shave with a spatula. But, “You can't be too safe!”Or can you?The whole idea
behind Free-Range Kids is that we all want the very best for our kids. We want them to be safe,
happy, and eager to take on the world. But lately, how we think we should go about this has
changed. For instance, I read a parenting magazine article that gave this tip: Whenever you're
taking your toddler to someone else's house, always carry a couple of shoelaces with you. Why?
(One friend ventured, “So you can hang yourself?” No!)The answer is—truly—so you can TIE
SHUT THE PERSON'S CABINETS. Yes, the folks at the magazine actually expect you to go



around babyproofing the world.That's not too much to ask, is it?Free-Range Kids believes the
opposite: The best way to keep your kids safe is to worldproof your baby. Or at least, worldproof
your growing children. That way, they're safe even when we're not right there next to them, going
crazy trying to turn the world into one giant womb.Anyway, my point is that society has spent the
last generation or two trying to convince parents that our job is to make life into one big smoothie
for our kids: no lumps, no bumps, just sweet perfection (and some hidden spinach). The goal is
to raise kids who go from colic to college without ever experiencing any frustration at all.
Smoothie-mode begins at birth and explains the rash (so to speak) of baby wipe warmers.
You've seen them, right? They do exist, dispensing wipes as warm as the washcloths in a
Japanese restaurant. The question is: Do we really WANT to raise kids so addicted to ease that
they are traumatized by a room-temperature wipe? Isn't that a little extreme in the “My baby
should never suffer!” department? Don't we all want kids who can roll with the punches, or at
least some less-than-five-star diaper changes?Of course we do!The funny thing is that while
none of us want to see our kids suffer, seeing them rise to a challenge is one of parenting's
greatest highs—and childhood's too. Like, we all want them to learn how to ride a bike, right? It's
a thrill when they do! Cell phones wait their whole lives to record that moment (and then the
battery dies). But to get to that point we have to let go of the handlebars and watch our
sweethearts take a few spills. (Or we have to make our partner do this while we stay inside,
eating cookies and reading books on good parenting. But still: someone has to let go of that
bike.) We do our kids no favor if we hold the handlebars forever.I'm pretty sure you can see the
metaphor here: Helping kids? Good. Doing everything for kids, whether they be our students or
our progeny? Bad. It's even a bad idea in terms of safety! Because, strangely enough: kids who
aren't allowed a little freedom turn out to be less safe.That's not just Free-Range me that says
this. It's also the safety experts who have found that the confident kids—the ones who have
been allowed out into the world, where they develop street smarts and an air of “I can take care
of myself!”—are the safest.Luckily, this is a book all about how to give kids a little more of that
superpower, independence. And by the way, educators: independent kids are readier to think,
learn, and do.Now you'd assume that this would be a rather non-controversial idea. You don't
see a lot of parenting books titled, Home Till They're 30! or The Gloomiest Kid on the Block. And
yet, it is not always so easy to give our kids new freedoms, even when we think they're ready for
them, because sometimes society disapproves. Sometimes the person who shares your shower
disapproves. Sometimes the lady next to you on the Today Show disapproves and you get the
feeling the host maybe does, too. At least, that's what happened to me.See, a little more than a
decade ago, I let my nine-year-old son Izzy ride the subway here in New York, where we live,
alone. I didn't do it because I was brave or reckless or angling for a book contract. (But look!) I
did it because I know my son the way you know your kids. He'd been asking me and my husband
to take him someplace new and let him find his own way home by subway. After we talked about
it, we decided he seemed ready. So we gave the boy a map, a MetroCard, some money, and let
him go. Then, being a newspaper columnist, I wrote a piece about it for The New York Sun. Big



deal, right?Well, that night, someone from the Today Show called me at home. Did I really let my
son take the subway by himself, she asked?Yes.Just abandoned him in the middle of the city
and told him to find his way home?Well, abandoned is kind of a strong word but … yes, I did
leave him at Bloomingdale's.In this day and age?No, in Ladies’ Handbags.Oh, she loved that.
Would I be willing to come on the air and talk about it?Sure, why not?I had no idea what was
about to hit me.A day later, there across from me sat host Ann Curry looking outrageously pretty
—and slightly alarmed—because her next guest just might be criminally insane. By way of
introduction she turned to the camera and asked, “Is she an enlightened mom or a really bad
one?”The shot widened to reveal me and Izzy. And then some other lady perched next to us on
that famous couch who, I soon learned, was there to TEACH US A LESSON.I quickly told the
story about Izzy's ride. How this was something he'd been asking my husband and me to let him
do, and how I think it makes sense to listen to your kids when they're ready for a new
responsibility.I know riding the subway solo might sound like a bigger responsibility than, say,
feeding Goldie the goldfish, but here in New York, families are on the subway all the time. It's
extremely, even statistically safe. Whatever subterranean terror you see Will Smith battling in the
movies goes home when the filming stops (probably to New Jersey). Our city's murder rate is
lower than it was in the 1960s and, by the way, it's probably down where you live, too. Nationally,
the violent crime rate has plummeted by more than 70% since it peaked in the early 1990s, so
crime-wise our kids are actually SAFER than we were, growing up. (Yes. Safer. And not just
because all the kids are locked up inside, either. ALL crime is down—ignoring the Covid blip—
even against adults.)So while I did feel a little twinge letting Izzy go, it was that same twinge you
feel when you leave your child in kindergarten that first day. You want it to be a great experience.
And in this case, it was.About one hour, one subway, and one bus ride after we parted, Izzy was
back at home, proud as a peacock (who takes public transportation). I only wrote about his little
adventure because when I told the other fourth-grade moms about it, they said they were going
to wait till their kids were a little older—thirty-eight, thirty-nine, ….So, back to The Today Show.
After Izzy tells Ann how easy the whole thing was, Ann smiles and turns to the other lady who is
a “Parenting Expert”—a term I have grown to loathe because this breed seems to exist only to
tell us parents what we are doing wrong.The expert is not smiling. She looks like I just asked her
to smell my socks. She is appalled by what I did and says I could have given my son the exact
same experience of independence in a much “safer” way—if only I had followed him, or insisted
he ride with a group of friends.“Well, how is that the ‘exact same experience’ if it's different?” I
demanded. “Besides, he was safe! That's why I let him go, you fear-mongering hypocrite,
preaching independence while warning against it! And why do TV shows automatically put you
guys on, anyway? Isn't it because of professional second-guessers like you that us parents have
stopped trusting our guts?”Well, I didn't get all of that out, exactly. I did get out a very cogent,
“Gee, um … ” but anyway, it didn't even matter, because as soon as we left the set, the phone
rang. It was MSNBC. Could I be there in an hour? Yep. Then came Fox News. Could I come that
afternoon? And MSNBC again. If I came today would I promise to come on again over the



weekend? And suddenly, weirdly, I found myself at that place you always hear about: The center
of a media storm. It was kind of fun but kind of terrifying, too, because everyone was weighing in
on my parenting skills. Reporters queried from China, Israel, Australia, Malta. (Malta! An island!
Who's stalking the kids there? Captain Hook?) TV stations across Canada threw together
specials. Radio shows across America ate it up, as did parenting groups and PTAs.
Newspapers, blogs, magazines from The Economist to Funny Times—even the BBC had me
on.The media dubbed me “America's Worst Mom.” (Go ahead—Google it.) But that's not what I
am.I really think I'm someone like you: a parent who is afraid of some things (bears, cars) and
less afraid of others (subways, strangers). But mostly I'm afraid that I, too, have been swept up in
the impossible obsession of our era: total safety and control of our children every second of
every day. The idea that we should provide it, and actually could provide it. It's as if we don't
believe in fate anymore, or good luck or bad luck. No, it's all up to us.Simply by questioning the
belief that our kids are in constant danger from germs, jerks, sports, injuries, sports-injuries,
stress, sunburn, salmonella, skinned shins, flashers, frustration, failure, baby snatchers, bugs,
bullies, men, and the perils of a non-organic grape, I became, to my shock, the face of a new
movement: the one dedicated to fighting the other big movement of our time, helicopter
parenting.Which is not to say I haven't done a lot of that myself! My God—I'm part helicopter on
my mom's side. I've hired tutors for my kids and, this being New York City, shrinks, too. I brought
in a football coach to run a simple birthday party, and what really fun, carefree door prize did I
give out? Protective mouth guards. Woo-hoo! Plus I made my kids spend one summer doing
math sheets every day after camp, and another summer writing an essay a day. That's when
they were eight and ten. People think I am anti-helicopter parenting. Nope. I am anti- a culture
that is creating helicopter parents.So the weekend after The Today Show interview, I launched
the Free-Range Kids blog to trial-balloon the notion that maybe it's time to start giving our
children back some independence. Hundreds, then thousands, then eventually hundreds of
thousands of people started reading it, which led to this book, and that's how the Free-Range
Kids movement took hold. Parents were thrilled to hear they can take a step back, relax, and
EVERYONE wins, especially the kids. After we train our young wards to wash their hands, look
both ways, and never go off with strangers—the age-old lessons our parents taught us—we can
actually give them some of the same freedom we had. Go forth and frolic, kids. Ride your bike!
And take out the garbage, too.These are not radical acts. Chores, games, and getting the heck
out of the house were all a hallowed part of childhood until just recently, and together they help
develop the very traits we want to see in our kids: confidence, responsibility, good cheer.In fact,
all the latest research shows that play itself turns out to be the most important development
booster of all. If it were a class, there would be waiting lists to get in. When kids are allowed the
time and space to do something just because it interests them—even if it does not interest US—
they end up developing the very initiative and self-esteem we've been trying to Botox into them
with praise for every doodle and trophies for 22nd place. (If your kids don't have any of these yet,
they will.)Free-Range Kids reminds parents of what they already know in their heart of hearts.



That when a girl makes her own tree house out of two old planks she's more ecstatic than she'd
be with a four-bedroom Colonial (especially if she had to clean it). That the boy who loses for
three seasons at hockey and then wins in Season Four has learned more—and matured more—
than any kid who was told, “We're all winners!” every single time. And that when any of our kids
get lost and scared but then scrappily find their way back, they come home three inches taller.
And really hungry.Kids are desperate to master the world, and we have always expected them to
do just that. Until a generation or two ago (and to this day in less-wealthy countries), children
had to pull their own weight as soon as they could. They planted seeds, fetched water. During
the Civil War, they cut off their hair to make money for Marmee. (Or at least Jo did in Little
Women and that's good enough for me.)But today, in our understandable desire to ease their
way and keep them safe, we've been pushed to do everything FOR our kids. Consider the fact
that in some school districts, the Parent Teacher Associations have come up with a clever new
way to raise money. They auction off the drop-off space directly in front of the school entrance.
The sweet spot where kids have to walk the shortest distance between car and class.Now
consider the fact that if this spot were in front of a dentist's office, or mall, it would be labeled,
“HANDICAPPED PARKING.”
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k1728, “Great book!. I think everyone should read this books! Parents, grandparents, kids,
seniors in high school, and teachers!! It’s a great book it doesn’t judge but gives you the facts
and help you may need!”

Mel, “Common sense. Finally.. Common sense. Finally. I "read" about 150 audiobooks a year
while remodeling houses. Thus, I have resorted to parenting books on occasion. This is the one
and only parenting book I have taken the time to review. I love one line where a parent says she
was excited to look for more activities for her her child to fail. It's so counterintuitive to our culture
of empowering kids by making sure they succeed at everything they do.But what's more
empowering than option 1: failing at something, recognizing it's not for you and finding the things
you actually WANT to succeed at.Or option 2: failing at something you love and recognizing
those who are successful are working much harder than you... So you work harder and succeed
also.Option 3: Mommy and Daddy help you to succeed by smoothing the path for you and
throwing out hints or bringing your forgotten uniform to school or reviewing every bit of work
before you turn it in or reminding you ten times a day to practice, etc.... And then you "succeed"!
Yay, I guess.Which options do you think increased that kids confidence the most? And which
teach the kid that they are going to be able to succeed in the real world? That's what free-range
is about.”

Mo Cowbell, “So important for parents to read this. Child psychologist here! Run to get this book.
It is the antidote to the overprotective society we live in. Overprotection actually makes kids less
safe and less capable. This is will hilariously snap you out of these well-meaning but destructive
habits.Dr. Camilo Ortiz”

Tyler, “brilliant. illuminating insights that turned my philosophy on its head.”

The book by Lenore Skenazy has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 40 people have provided feedback.
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